Biological data sets are typically characterized by high dimensionality and low effect sizes. A powerful method for detecting systematic differences between experimental conditions in such multivariate data sets is multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA), particularly pattern classification. However, in virtually all applications, data from the classes that correspond to the conditions of interest are not homogeneous but contain subclasses. Such subclasses can for example arise from individual subjects that contribute multiple data points, or from correlations of items within classes. We show here that in multivariate data that have subclasses nested within its class structure, these subclasses introduce systematic information that improves classifiability beyond what is expected by the size of the class difference. We analytically prove that this subclass bias systematically inflates correct classification rates (CCRs) of linear classifiers depending on the number of subclasses as well as on the portion of variance induced by the subclasses. In simulations, we demonstrate that subclass bias is highest when between-class effect size is low and subclass variance high. This bias can be reduced by increasing the total number of subclasses. However, we can account for the subclass bias by using permutation tests that explicitly consider the subclass structure of the data. We illustrate our result in several experiments that recorded human EEG activity, demonstrating that parametric statistical tests as well as typical trial-wise permutation fail to determine significance of classification outcomes correctly.
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Introduction
Multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) combined with cross-validation and permutation testing allows the use of machine learning algorithms to detect differences between classes of data for statistical hypothesis testing and is frequently used in neuroscience [1] [2] [3] and bioinformatics [4] [5] [6] . Whereas classical statistical approaches search for individual features in a data set that allow to distinguish two experimental conditions, MVPA analyzes data sets as a whole, searching for distinguishing multi-dimensional patterns. Therefore, it can provide increased sensitivity compared to classical multiple-univariate testing methods in high-dimensional data sets [7] [8] [9] . In a typical application of MVPA, a classifier, e.g. a linear support vector machine (SVM), is trained to distinguish different classes (e.g. different experimental conditions, different groups of patients, etc.) on one part of a data set. Then, the classifier is tested on the remaining data. This results in a certain percentage of accurate classifications (correct classification rate [CCR] ). To improve accuracy of CCR estimation, a cross-validation procedure is used, which assures that all parts of the data are used for training as well as testing on repeated iterations of the analysis. If the CCR lies significantly above the level expected by chance (e.g. 50% for a two-class problem), it can be concluded that a difference between classes exists.
In the context of classical hypothesis testing, univariate hypotheses are usually phrased in terms of differences of mean values. In a multivariate context, this translates to differences in class centroids. However, using MVPA for hypothesis testing can have a specific vulnerability compared with classical univariate methods if the data have a class-unrelated substructure. Elements that form a subclass (e.g. repeated stimuli in an experiment) share features that are specific to the subclass but not to the class. In univariate statistics, these features average out and contribute to the normal distribution of values. They therefore affect results only minimally. In a multidimensional space, however, subclasses can form distinguishable clusters [10, 11] . A classifier can learn to separate one or several of these clusters based on their distinguishing features instead of on those features shared by all elements of the class. This impedes the use of classifiers for testing general hypotheses regarding class differences.
In particular, when different subclasses are nested within the classes, the obtained classification accuracies can be systematically higher than the expected chance level, even when data of both classes are sampled from the same distribution, i.e. the null hypothesis is true. This is especially problematic because the goal of MVPA is to extract class-related structure from the data and to better understand underlying mechanisms rather than to enhance classification accuracy per se [2, 12] . A simplified two-dimensional example of a data set with nested subclasses is illustrated in Fig 1. Here, classes A and B each contain four distinguishable nested subclasses. The average CCR is above 50% (here: 70.9%, Fig 1a) although no systematic differences between classes A and B exist, i.e. centroids and variances of class A and B are identical. Without the presence of subclasses, the expected value of the CCR should be 50% for a twoclass linear classification [2] . Importantly however, the simple presence of structure due to the subclasses, which is completely unrelated to the classes themselves, allows higher classification rates (Fig 1b and 1c) . In this example, separability of eight subclasses along two feature dimensions leads to an average CCR of 71.1% over all possible random attributions of subclasses to classes A and B (Fig 1b) . As we will show below, this behavior can be observed to a varying degree in every data set in which classes consist of distinct subclasses (e.g. types of stimuli, groups of subjects, multiple recording sessions, blocks of fMRI recording, temporally correlated trials, etc.). We will present simulations as well as analytical results that show that MVPA with linear classifiers systematically produces inflated accuracies when applied to data containing nested subclasses.
There are three sources of variance that are of interest in the present considerations [13] , which describe a multilevel model that can be specified as follows: y ijk = C i + S ij + ijk . y ijk are individual measurements, e.g. physiological brain responses to certain stimuli. C i2 [1, 2] represents the class centroids, e.g. the influence of an experimental manipulation, the difference between patient and control group, or the responses to different conditions. S ij are the centroids of the j th subclass within class i and represent the vector from the class centroid to the subclass centroid. The variance s 2 S of the set of centroids reflects differences that are class-unrelated [14, 15] . ijk reflects the deviation from the subclass mean arising from the within-class error variance s 2 W and represents e.g. measurement noise. In classical statistics, it has been demonstrated that failing to accommodate for the effect of non-zero subclass variance can produce large false positive rates [16] and the ratio of subclass-to-trial-variance, defined as the
), determines the extent to which subclass variation affects statistical conclusions [16] . Because it is usually difficult to separate the influence of subclasses from the main class effects [17, 18] , experiments and statistical analyses must be designed to avoid these confounds. In the present paper, we will investigate the boundary conditions and consequences of this phenomenon when using linear classifiers and describe a method to circumvent false positive results.
Results

Practical Example 1: Biased accuracy in hierarchically nested subclasses
The following example illustrates how a nested factor can influence the expected classification accuracy in an experiment that investigates the EEG responses to the visual presentation of digits and letters [10] . The experiment was performed by 19 healthy subjects. All participants were right-handed, between 18 and 30 years old, native German speakers and non-smokers. Subjects underwent EEG recording in two different sessions at two different days while performing a short-term memory task with digits from 0 to 9 and 10 consonant letters, which were selected randomly but remained the same for all the subjects. During each trial of the encoding phase, participants were instructed to memorize strings of 7 digits or 7 letters that were presented sequentially. Each stimulus was shown on a black screen for 100 ms with an inter-stimulus interval of 1 s. After a 4-s maintenance interval, a probe item was presented, and subjects were asked if it had been in the sequence of stimuli. For each stimulus, 18 presentations were used. EEG was recorded using an active 128-channel Ag/AgCl-electrode system (ActiCap, Brain products, Gilching, Germany) with 1 kHz sampling frequency and a high-pass filter of 0.1 Hz. Electrodes were placed according to the extended international 10-20 electrode system.
Here we were interested in whether digits and letters could be distinguished based on the encoding phase of event-related potentials (ERPs). EEG data were low-pass filtered offline at 40 Hz and divided into epochs of one second, starting 50 ms before to 950 ms post stimulus onset. Artefact rejection was done in a semiautomatic process using custom MATLAB scripts based on overall power, extreme amplitude changes, and muscle artefacts. Artefact thresholds were automatically detected based on the variance of the data and manually confirmed upon visual inspection of parameter distributions and of the raw data. Epochs containing artefacts were removed from the data set, channels that contained too many epochs with artefacts were removed and spherically interpolated using routines provided by EEGLAB [19] .
To decode brain activity, we classified single-trial EEG using a linear support vector machine (SVM) with 2-fold cross-validation. A 2-fold cross-validation was used, because the resulting classification accuracies have the same mean as other cross-validation schemes but a lower variance. When testing for significance against a null distribution obtained with randomization tests, 2-fold cross-validation therefore has a higher statistical power [2] . As input to the classifier, we used the 1-s ERP response of all 128 channels. The classifier was trained and tested within each subject and session. This procedure resulted in a mean classification accuracy of 54.2% over all subjects and sessions. Using trial-wise permutation with 1000 random repetitions to determine the null distribution, 16 out of 38 sessions had classification accuracies significantly above 50% (p < 0.05). Combined over all sessions [3] However, the example in Fig 1 suggests that the classifier might detect only local features of the distinct stimuli (10 digits, 10 letters), which represent 20 subclasses, instead of a generalizable difference between digits and letters. The significant findings in this case could not be interpreted in the sense that the EEG reflects a systematic difference in brain processing of digits and letters, but only in the sense that at least one of the stimuli evokes a distinctive ERP signal. In case both subclass and class effects are present, the CCR will be higher than it could have been expected if only a class effect was present. To quantify this bias, we determined the null distribution of classification accuracies for data with intact subclass structure, but without information about the main classes. To do so, data is permuted in a way that keeps subclasses together but still assigns random class labels, thus effectively removing any class-related information (Fig 2a) . This procedure uses permutation at the subclass level instead of the usual trial-level randomization [10, 20] . Trial-level permutation treats every trial as an independent observation and removes class-related as well as other structure from the data. This will result in the null distribution of the data assuming that no systematic relation between trials exists. However, if the data contain subclasses, trials within these subclasses are systematically related. To control for the influence of this structure at the subclass level, the dependencies at the subclass level must be kept intact while removing class-level information [20] .
To determine the null distribution, we assign 5 digits and 5 letters to one class and the other 5 digits and 5 letters to the other class. We can draw randomly from permutations of these random assignments if labels of subclasses are distributed between classes in a balanced fashion. Classification results above 50% on average must be related to the subclass structure of the data because class information has been removed. Here, classification over 1000 random permutations results in an average CCR of 50.9% for the two sessions, which deviates significantly from 50% (90% CI: [50.2%, 51.6%]), showing that the subclass variance results in a significant bias (Fig 2b) . Using the subject-wise adjusted null distributions, 11 out of 38 sessions remain significantly above chance (p < 0.05) compared to 16 sessions without adjustment, showing that using a trial-wise permutation test increases false positive findings considerably.
Practical Example 2: Subject variability as a nested factor
In another data set with nested subclasses, we analyzed ERP responses to the presentation of pictures of faces and houses, a paradigm that is widely accepted to activate distinct brain regions. EEG was recorded from 20 healthy subjects in one session. The procedure was similar to the experiment in Practical Example 1 with the only difference that the working memory task was performed with sequences of 8 pictures of either faces or houses that were randomly selected from a pool of 100 pictures of faces and 100 pictures of houses. EEG recording and preprocessing was done with the same procedure as in Practical Example 1 above. Our aim here was to test whether pictures of faces and houses elicit distinct ERP responses that can be generalized over subjects. We used artefact-free ERPs from 30 presentations of faces to 10 subjects and from 30 presentations of houses to 10 different subjects, resulting in 300 trials per class. We classified the data with linear SVM using 2-fold cross validation resulting in a classification accuracy of 82.4% (see Fig 2c) . Because variability of EEG between subjects is larger than the variability across conditions, EEG trials from distinct subjects establish subclasses in this data set. Therefore, following the logic in Practical Example 1, it cannot be assumed that the classification accuracy is solely driven by the effect of the main classes (here faces vs houses). To address this problem, we treated data from different subjects as subclasses and randomized the class assignment by assigning EEG of faces from 5 subjects and 5 houses to one class and the other 5 subjects with presentation of faces and 5 subjects with presentation of houses to the other class. Like in Experiment 1, we can draw randomly from 
Simulating biased classification results in data with nested subclasses
The previous examples showed that CCRs can in practice diverge from the ground truth chance level. To investigate the effect of nested subclasses on classification accuracies systematically, we used synthetically generated data with varying subclass and class variance according to the multilevel model described in introduction. Nested subclasses are subclasses that do not overlap between the two classes (e.g. 10 letters and 10 digits as in Practical Example 1 above).
We studied the distribution of CCRs in four series of two-class experiments where each class contained either 2 or 10 subclasses per class and each observation represented one 10-or 100-dimensional measurement. Each data set consisted of 120 observations per class. Data were sampled from normally distributed populations with identical trial variance (σ W = I) and varying subclass variance (σ S = a × I, a 2 [0,0.6]). In addition, we varied the size of the main class-related effect (σ C = a × I, a 2 [0,0.6]). We classified data from each simulated experiment with linear SVM (with cost parameter C = 1) using 2-fold cross-validation. For each set of parameters, we repeated the whole sampling and classification procedure 5000 times to achieve a stable estimate of CCRs (Fig 3) . If the classes are indistinguishable (i.e. class-related variance s 2 C is zero, class centroids C 1 = C 2 ), subclass-effects contribute most strongly to classification accuracy. With increasing between-class variance, the relative influence of subclass variance diminishes (Fig 3a and 3d) . A higher number of subclasses also mitigates the influence of the subclass effect (Fig 3b and  3e) . From these graphs it is obvious that a high CCR per se does not indicate the presence of class-related information in the data. Rather it is the p-value obtained by comparing the actual CCR with the null distribution of CCRs achieved by removing the class-related variance that should be used as a measure of strength of the main effect. For our simulations, Fig 3c and 3f depict the mean classification accuracies for data sets with no class-related effect but varying levels of subclass-related variance and different numbers of subclasses. It becomes apparent that subclasses bias the CCR expected under the null hypothesis and that this bias is greater in data with fewer subclasses and with more dimensions.
Theory: Inflated accuracy in data with nested subclasses
The simulations in Fig 3 show that CCRs depend not only on the difference between the classes, but also on subclass variance and on the number of subclasses. To investigate the implications of this observation in more detail, we develop an analytical description of classification rates when data with subclasses are analyzed using linear classifications. We assume our data set to consist of two sets of N × K independent random vectorsx ðkÞ n ;ỹ ðk0Þ n0 where k, k 0 2 {1, . . ., K} labels the subclasses and n, n 0 2 {1, . . ., N} identifies the sample index in each of the subclasses. The task of the linear classifier is to separate x and y into two categories. As a model for the linear classifier, we use Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). Data distribution within the subclasses is assumed to be Gaussian with variance s 2 W , the distribution of the subclass means is also assumed to be Gaussian with variance s 2 S and expected valuesm;n. Under these conditions, we determine the expected CCR to be as described in Theorem 1 (Materials and methods, Appendix A). From this theorem directly follows.
Corollary 1: Classification accuracy for data sets with no main class effect (m ¼n) depends only on the number of subclasses and the intraclass correlation ICC. It can be estimated by Eq 1.
Proof: see Materials and methods, Appendix B. To validate our analytical results, we generated a series of simulations with a total number of 4, 8, or 16 subclasses and varied ICC. We classified these data sets with LDA and compared the CCRs with results of Eq 1. Fig 4 shows that results of the analytical solution and simulations are compatible. According to Corollary 1 (see Fig 4) , estimated CCR is a decreasing function of the number of subclasses (K) and an increasing function of subclass variance (s 2 S ). It also shows that for zero effect size, CCR only depends on the intraclass correlation ICC and the number of subclasses K. Importantly, CCR is 50% only when ICC = 0. It is a monotonically increasing function of ICC and of s 
Application 1: Biased null distributions to account for inflated accuracy
Since subclass differences inflate classification accuracy, significance tests must take this subclass-related bias into account. To do so, we advocate using a block permutation strategy, which addresses this problem by adjusting the null distribution [20] (see Experiments 1 and 2 for two practical examples). To achieve this, we permute class association on the subclass-level instead of the trial level (see Fig 2 for illustrated examples of such permutation procedures). Specifically, to remove class-related information, we randomly switch class labels of all trials within each subclass to create randomized classes that are balanced in terms of main class effect (see Fig 2a) .
The distribution of CCRs for these relabeled data represents the null distribution with which the actual CCR must be compared. Only if classification accuracy for the real data is higher than that for blocked permuted data, it can be concluded that there is a systematic difference between the classes. If too few subclasses exist to generate a sufficient number of random permutations, we propose to use the group null distribution over subjects or sessions, which can be obtained non-parametrically by testing the mean CCR from data over all the subjects against a null distribution that is obtained by repeatedly averaging randomly sampled CCRs from the subclass-level permutations from each subject [3] .
Application 2: Significance bias in data with nested subclasses
To systematically study how subclasses affect significance tests, we used the simulated 100-dimensional data sets described above, produced their respective null distributions once using adjusted subclass-wise and once using trial-wise permutation tests, and calculated the expected p-values for varying sizes of class and subclass effects (Fig 5a and 5b) . We used the CCR distribution of 5000 simulated data sets with no subclass-and class-effect as the null distribution for trial-wise permutation. For each individual subclass variance, we used the CCR distribution of 5000 simulated data sets with no class effect but with the respective subclass effect as the null distribution for blocked permutation. We define a measure of significance bias (SB) as the normalized difference between the number of statistically significant classification accuracy in data sets with and without subclasses. That is, SB ¼ P s s 6 ¼0 À P s s ¼0 where P represent the proportion of statistically significant results for a certain value of σ S . In contrast to false positive rates, this value can also be calculated in the presence of an effect, because data sets are simulated, and their true composition is known. Fig 5c and 5d show significance biases for blockwise and trial-wise permutation tests, respectively. Trial-wise permutation results in liberally biased p-values in the presence of subclass effects. On the other hand, block-wise permutation is slightly conservative when subclass variance is high compared with class variance. This is due to classification accuracy being a nonlinear function of class differences (here the combination of class-and subclass effects). Therefore, when the null distribution of data with subclasses is strongly biased by subclass variance, the additional influence of class variance is comparatively smaller, and the procedure will over-adjust and result in a slightly pessimistic p-value.
Discussion
Many neuroscience data sets comprise nested subclasses, either because of requirements of the experimental design (multiple subjects, sessions, recording sites, laboratories etc.) or because when it is present, we calculate normalized difference between the number of data sets with significant p-values and the number of data sets with significant p-values with the same amount of class-variance but without subclasses (significance bias, SB). This value shows that blocked permutation is unbiased for small and sufficiently large class effects and shows only a small conservative bias when subclass variance is substantially larger than class variance. Testing with trial-wise permutation, on the other hand, is too liberal when the class effect is small or null and even a small subclass effect is present. This test therefore leads to a larger number of false positive results.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006486.g005 of the nature of experimental stimuli [16] . We show that these subclasses can induce classifiability and systematically bias classification accuracy even when no actual class-related effect exists. This happens because subclasses have distinct centroids, particularly in high-dimensional space [2, 21] . These differences can be detected by the classifier, even when they cancel out in the classes as a whole (see Fig 1) . We show empirically and analytically that classification accuracies are biased when subclasses are present in the data. We show that block-wise permutation testing on the level of subclasses can provide the correct null distribution for classification rates.
Subclasses can arise for different reasons. If subclasses originate from repeated measures, their effect can be mitigated by either using fewer repetitions and/or a higher number of different measures (stimuli, run, subjects, . . .). Subclasses are formed by groups of trials with a common covariance that is not related to the class difference under investigation [15, 17] . This occurs, e.g., when data are gathered in distinct blocks, when there are clusters of trials with similar physical (e.g. color) or cognitive (e.g. concepts, emotions) properties, when trials of data are correlated in time or space, or when trials belong to multiple subjects. Generally, all of these sources of subclass variance can be regarded equally. In univariate analyses, the effects of these subclasses usually cancel out and become irrelevant when subclasses are randomly distributed around the class means. Linear classifiers, however, search for combinations of linear differences that distinguish between classes. Because subclasses have non-continuous effects and are not linearly related to class membership, their influence has to be accounted for in a different way.
Two types of subclasses must be considered. If subclasses originate from repeated measures, their effect can be mitigated by either using fewer repetitions and/or a higher number of different measures (stimuli, run, subjects, . . .). In that case, however, the effect of subclasses cannot be entirely avoided by design and must be adjusted for during permutation testing. If subclasses pertain to other similarities between subsets of trials, then it must be considered whether these subsets actually belong to a single class or whether they should be included as distinct factors into the experimental design. For example, when I want a classifier to decide whether images of male and female faces differ, a certain classifier might distinguish stimuli by the subclass of females with long hair. Whether a successful classification based on this feature is interpreted as a genuine sex difference or as a confound related to contemporary fashion, depends on the experimenter. On the other hand, if the subclasses are induced by repeated presentation of the same faces, it is obvious that the successful above-chance classification represents a bias and does not support the hypothesis of a visible sex difference. Because this type of artefact does not occur in classical univariate testing, we believe it is important to be particularly attentive to such effects in MVPA.
Subclasses are not the same as classical confounding variables. The latter are usually continuous, normally distributed influence variables that correlate with the class variable as well as with individual features of the data. Classically, such covariates are dealt with by holding them constant across conditions (experimental control), by counterbalancing their influence (selective analysis), or by partialling out their variance through regression (statistical control). Subclasses are categorical confounds that need not correlate (share variance) with either the class variable or any individual feature. Instead, they arise from the multivariate structure introduced by shared covariance between trials. Here, in particular, we discuss nested subclasses, which occur in only one of the classes. Therefore, balancing (e.g. equal number of exemplars per category) and counterbalancing (e.g. making sure that group averages over features are equal) do not remove effects of subclasses as it would in classical statistical approaches that focus on the mean values of individual features.
The problematics of subclasses is a property that distinguishes classifiers, which can detect structure in data, from classical statistics, which concentrates on differences in means. It applies to all modalities of data, not only to EEG data, and depends on their homogeneity, which is determined by, e.g., experimental design, stimuli and subjects to be analyzed. A typical effect that could introduce subclasses in fMRI data is the presence of individual scanning runs. If each run contains only one class, the runs represent subclasses and classification accuracy will be biased.
Given a constant number of subclasses, it is the ratio between trial-and subclass-variance that determines the extent to which the within-subclass covariance affects conclusions from the data. This ratio of trial-to-subclass-variance can be quantified in terms of the intraclass correlation ICC. It can be shown that even a small ICC = 0.1 can increase the false positive rate to more than 20% when it is expected to be at α = 0.05 [16] . When MVPA is employed, the deviation of CCRs from the expected chance levels depends, aside from the number of subclasses, only on ICC (see Materials and methods, Appendix B), and an ICC as small as 0.1 can spuriously increase CCR by 10% (see Fig 3c) . Given that the average ICCs in neuroscience is 0.19 with a range up to 0.74 [16] , it can be assumed that CCRs in data with subclasses are strongly biased if the bias is not explicitly accounted for. Because parametric tests cannot account for this bias, statistical significance must be determined using the correct permutation procedure. Importantly, in a higher dimensional space, the effect introduced by subclasses accumulates over dimensions and contributes to the distinctness of the subclasses (see Fig 3) .
Making subclasses less prominent in the data structure reduces the bias. According to our simulations and the analytical solution in Appendices A and B, this can be achieved in two ways: either by decreasing the subclass variance or by increasing the number of subclasses. While decreasing the subclass variance might be difficult in real-world experiments, increasing the number of subclasses is often a possibility. Although a higher number of subclasses is preferable to a lower number [14] [15] [16] , six subclasses already allow reasonable permutation testing. This is because the number of possible block-wise permutation for a data set with K nested subclasses per class is 1 2
K K=2
2
. Since K = 6 is the minimum number that exceeds 100 permutations, this number of subclasses allows to estimate p-values of up to 0.01. The CCR is not informative about classification success when cross-validated classification is used for hypothesis testing because it does not provide a measure of statistical significance. A lower CCR might represent a more robust result, showing a higher significance level [2] . Moreover, the present simulations and experiments show that in experimental designs with nested subclasses, which are common in the life sciences, systematic dependencies in the data structure that can lead to spuriously high CCRs and null-distributions may no longer be centered on 50%. We therefore suggest that statistical significance should be tested with nonparametric permutation tests that accommodate for the bias in CCR induced by these subclasses. A more diverse range of stimuli can also be used to mitigate the bias and result in more reliable classification results. Importantly, although the results presented in the current manuscript are provided for binary classification problems, they will readily extend to multiclass case if linear classifiers are used within one-versus one or one-versus-all classification schemes [22] . This happens because such approaches use a majority voting based on single binary linear classification results, which are themselves inflated should the data set have subclasses. Nevertheless, one should note that the results of this paper are confined to the application of classification in data with nested subclasses. In data sets with crossed designs, because the subclass structure is the same within all subclasses, the subclass information can actually be used to improve classification accuracy [11, 23, 24] .
Note that in the case of designs with more than one level of nested subclasses, the proposed technique in the current manuscript can still be employed. A data set with multiple levels of nested subclasses is numerically equivalent to a data set with all subclasses on one level. For instance, let's assume that a data set, in addition to the main effect has two levels of independent, hierarchically nested subclasses. Such data can be modeled as y ijkl = C i + S ij + S ijk + ijkl where y ijkl are individual measurements, C i2 [1, 2] represents the class centroids, S ij are the centroids of the j th level-one subclass within class i and represents the vector from the class centroid to the subclass centroid, S ijk are the centroids of the k th level-two subclass, which are nested within subclass S ij , and ijkl reflects the deviation from the subclass mean (S ijk ), i.e. measurement noise. Since the sum of two normal distributions is also a normal distribution, the model can be effectively rewritten as y ij'l = C i + S ij' + ij'l where S ij' = S ij + S ijk (with s
) and j' = {jk}, which is equivalent to the one discussed above.
An important limitation of the current considerations for linear classification is that we must assume sources of subclasses to be known. To test if data has nested subclasses in its structure, which are not known a priori or overlooked by the experimenters, clustering algorithms might be of use. First, clustering might help identifying unknown and hidden subclasses in the data. If cluster analysis finds significantly different clusters within classes, which do not correspond between classes (nested clusters), then these can be taken into account during permutation testing. Second, it is conceivable that after detecting hidden subclass clusters the cluster-related variance might be removed by subtracting cluster structure in both main classes of the training set separately. Then, for each sample of the test set, the most likely subclass is determined and the same subtraction is applied. However, it remains to be shown first that this procedure does not leak class information into the test set at some point.
It is possible to avoid subclass-related bias by proper cross-validation under some circumstances. One can use subclasses as folds during cross-validation and always leave one subclass per class out. This avoids a transfer of the learned subclass structure from training to test and will remove the corresponding bias. Note, however, that using a trial-wise permutation test will still lead to a wrong estimate of significance levels in this case. Only holding subclass items together during permutation testing results in the correct estimation of the confidence interval. In general, we recommend using split-half cross validation because of its lower variance and higher sensitivity [2] and adjusting for subclass bias during permutation testing if necessary. Both cross-validation and permutation are applied independently.
Finally, we want to mention that the suggested permutation procedure is only valid if an equal number of subclasses per class is entered into the analysis. Differences in the number of subclasses, i.e. different homogeneity of classes, can bias results. We also want to point out that linear classification is only one of the many common methods that exploit the multivariate information of a data set. Although a systematic study of subclass effects on those algorithms is beyond the scope of this paper, we believe that similar effects might be found in most classifiers that assume a continuous distribution of feature values.
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As a model for the linear classifier, we use LDA. We therefore can map the d-dimensional vectorsx The distributions of within the subclasses is assumed to be Gaussian with variance s 2 W , the distribution of the subclass means is also assumed to be Gaussian with variance s 2 S and generally different expected valuesm;n. In the case of the two categories are undistinguishable the two are identical (no signal),m ¼n,. For every realization the means of μ (k) , ν (k') will be different fromm;n, and thus we also introduce the empirical means " m; " n, which underlie the estimated signal d ¼ " m À " n. Besides, we can compute the total variance of the data set as: Under these conditions, assuming that the total variance σ 2 is constant, the expected CCR for such data can be estimated as:
With N(q) denoting the normal distribution, r ¼ as the empirical meanm, and a data point of class y is on the opposite side:
CCR ¼ ½pðx > y; " m > " nÞ þ pðx < y; " m < " nÞpx þ ½pðZ > y; " m > " nÞ þ pðZ < y; " m < " nÞpZ ð2Þ
Under the assumption of symmetry between class labels, i.e., px ¼ pZ ¼ 1 2 , equally distributed subclass means, and equally within-class distributions Eq (2) must be symmetrical with respect to exchanging x and y and thus we can obtain the CCR from CR ¼ pðx > y; " m > " nÞ þ pðx < y; " m < " nÞ ð3Þ dxpðxjm;ñÞHð" n À " mÞ ð4Þ with H denoting the Heaviside step function. Substituing ξ = θ + t, the integrals of ξ can be transformed to
ñÞ Â ½pðt þ yjm;ñÞHð" m À " nÞ þ pðÀ t þ yjm;ñÞHð" n À " mÞ ð5Þ
The subsample means are independent pðm;ñÞ ¼ Q k pðm ðkÞ Þ Q k0 pðn ðk0Þ Þ. Moreover,ñ only affects the integral with its mean " m, and thus dñpðñÞ ¼ d" npð" nÞ:
